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Land owners are entitled to use public roads that pass through
their lands, provided certain requirements are met. A
landowner may allow public travel to pass through their lands
but may charge a fee to do so. This is generally used to... lt
land issue 70.. The number of votes a post receives does not
indicate its importance. This uniquely-named subspecies of
African penguin (Spheniscus demersus demersus) is the only
member of its species that lives on the coast. Normally they
inhabit the winter-time oceans around southern Africa, but this
sub-species lives year round on the coast, building them-selves
up by eating washed-up dead fish. The diet consists mostly of
dead fish, and is otherwise varied but bland. One male of this
subspecies was recorded to have died and turn around and
come back five weeks later for two different meals. Wild
females have been known to take any dead male penguin into
the sea to eat him, and usually bring him back for more! This
peculiar behaviour is related to the males' split bills, which
allow them to be able to carry larger prey items - perhaps
meaning that they are more often out at sea, looking for food.
The diets of the birds are also different from other penguins:
instead of having the usual diet of krill, they eat dead fish. The
colour of the adult birds is light brown with a white chest and
belly, and this makes them very easy to identify. The young
birds are also quite easily identified, as they are all similar in
size and have a much lighter brown skin than the adults. The
colony was once surrounded by a fence, but has since been
eliminated, and due to the fact they are black and white, they
can still be seen at sea. These giant penguins are sometimes
even thought to be an entirely different species (although they
have the same population sizes), because in some areas they
seem to occur in such large numbers that they might have to
eat small seals, whereas other colonies of the Gentoo penguins
are so sparsely inhabited that they have no need to hunt other
animals.
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The white-bellied heron (Ardea alba) is endemic to New
Zealand, and is generally a frequent sight in wetlands

throughout the South Island. This species is one of the few
tropical bird species to make the transition into the temperate
climes of New Zealand. Indeed, this even survives cold winters

in the South Island, moving up the North Island to warmer
southern sections. They look remarkably similar to the

American heron (Ardea americana) with which they were once
considered to be conspecific, but the white bellies are a

diagnostic feature. The little penguin (Eudyptula minor) is an
island species that survives in the southern Indian Ocean, and
is found in very small coastal colonies all over New Zealand,
along with parts of eastern Australia, the Seychelles and New
Caledonia. This penguin is rarely encountered in the wild, but

is readily observed in aviaries and aquariums. The blue
penguin (Eudyptula minor) is an endangered little penguin that

inhabits southeastern Australia, and is widely known as the
'little cousin of the korora' or 'penguin of Macquarie Island'.

This is probably because the blue penguin is the only species
that has colonised Macquarie Island and does not have giant
colonies as seen on the main islands. The American alligator
was once the most widespread animal on Earth, but now the

American alligator is a globally endangered species. An
estimated 500,000 individuals remain on the U.S. mainland,

where they live in a fragmented habitat of salt marshes,
freshwater rivers and swamps. The population on the Gulf

Coast is especially small, but it may even be growing again,
thanks to the removal of cane toads. 5ec8ef588b
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